A HUMAN GAZE
LGIHE PROFILE

THE ORIGIN OF THE
EDUCATIONAL JOURNEY

“

“When a person discovers him/
herself, understands his/her
own infinite value, everything
that he/she touches gains a
meaning. The most important
thing is the discovery that
we are not defined by our
limitations.”
Rose Busingye, LGIHE Founder
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WHO
WE ARE

“

Our task is to give human beings back their
identity because “the
human person” is in a
state of emergency.“
Luigi Giussani,
Educationalist
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OUR JOURNEY
Our story started with a simple dialogue among 5 friends in Uganda; their discussion was mainly
about education challenges faced in Uganda and possible ways on how to tackle them.
This led to the introduction of professional development trainings as part of an education hub
that was officially registered in 2009.
By September 2013, Luigi Giussani Institute of Higher Education (LGIHE) was certified as an
institution of higher learning by the National Council for Higher Education (NCHE).

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

To be a leading institution of higher
learning that has a transformative impact
on society in Uganda and throughout
Africa by improving the quality of
education and professional development.

To create opportunities for professional
and personal development, which start
from the dignity and infinite value of the
person and are developed through a
method of personal engagement with
one’s life and the meaning of one’s work,
targeting teachers, students, parents and
other professionals.
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OUR THEORY
OF CHANGE
IF we gaze upon the person while
recognizing his/her value and dignity
THEN we shall be able to foster a sense of

THE GAZE

belonging that reawakens a
self-awareness in front of reality.
SELF - AWARENESS

IF the person becomes aware of the self
THEN everything that she/he encounters
becomes meaningful and interesting.
MEANINGFUL REALITY

IF the person discovers the meaning of
reality THEN she/he engages with reality
PROTAGONIST

and becomes capable of confronting
daily life situations with unwavering
positivity and openness.
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• Truthfulness
• Resilience
• Hope

OUR
VALUES

• Self-awareness
• Wonder
• Responsibility
• Openness
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OUR ACADEMIC
PROGRAMMES
LGIHE offers Diploma and
Certificate programmes with
a unique methodology and
approach:
• Diploma in Primary Education
• Diploma in Early Childhood Care
and Education
• Certificate in School Leadership
and Management
• Certificate in Early Childhood Care
and Education (ECCE)
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CERTIFICATE IN SCHOOL
LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

DIPLOMA IN PRIMARY
EDUCATION

This is an exclusive one year
programme undertaken by Luigi
Giussani Institute of Higher Education
(LGIHE) in collaboration with
Strathmore University. It is designed
for persons with leadership roles
within any given educational setting.

This 2 year programme is open to
primary teachers willing to advance
from Grade Three (III) to Grade Five
(V)

Key course units:
•
•
•
•

Education Philosophy and Ethics
Action Research in Education
Financial Management
Conflict Resolution

Minimum Entry Requirements:
Diploma, Degree, Grade III teaching
certificate etc. with an affiliation to a
school

Key course units:
•
•

Action Research in Education
ICT based-pedagogies

Minimum Entry Requirements:
Grade Three (III) teaching certificate
and must have passed UCE or its
equivalent with a minimum of six
passes, Mathematics and English
language inclusive.
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CERTIFICATE IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
CARE AND EDUCATION

DIPLOMA IN EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE
AND EDUCATION

This is a 2 year flexible programme offered
in collaboration with Makerere University College of Education and External studies.
It combines alternating blocks of classroom
theory and field practice

A holiday programme perfect for persons
willing to gain specialized skills to work in
preschool education at leadership level.
It is offered by Luigi Giussani Institute of Higher
Education in collaboration with Makerere
University - College of Education and External
studies

Supplementary course units:
•
•
•

•

Communication skills
Developmental Psychology
Innovative Approaches to Literacy (Prereading and Writing skills, Phonemic
Awareness, Phonics, Spelling patterns)
Family School Relationships

As a Diploma qualified educator, you will
design, plan, implement and evaluate early
childhood development programmes and
ensure compliance with existing policies.
Supplementary course units:

Minimum Entry Requirements:

•

Applicants must have completed UCE with
a minimum of 6 passes, inclusive of the
English language.

Minimum Entry Requirements:

Life skills and ICT training.

Certificate in Early Childhood Care and
Education or Grade III Certificate.

OUTREACH
PROGRAMMES
We propose a “whole-school” approach helping the
entire faculty in terms of planning, execution and activity
evaluation.
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OUTREACH PROGRAMMES
(Capacity Building/
Development)
LGIHE offers continuous professional
development trainings for school
leaders, teachers, social workers and
students with particular focus on:
•

•

•

methodologies, positive discipline,
effective planning and preparation
that position the learner at the
center of learning thus making her
a protagonist of her own learning
process.
•

Teacher Identity: enables the
teacher discover herself and her
role of educating so as to become
an effective role model/authority

Formative Assessment: nurtures
teachers’ ability to design and
use assessment tools and data
to promote deep learning with
particular focus on High Order
Thinking skills.

•

School leadership, Management
and Culture: emphasizes the
creation of a visionary school
culture led by the school in which
leadership is not a position but a
service.

Literacy Enhancement Training:
fosters teachers’ skills and teaching
methods that will be demonstrated
through learners’ improved
fluency in reading, writing and
comprehension.

•

Life skills Training: cultivates abilities
for adoptive and positive behaviour
that enable them confront
everyday life demands and
challenges.

Educate While Teaching: stresses
the importance of employing
learner centered teaching

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND SUPPORT
LGIHE is collaborating with 3 vocational
institutions to promote vocational education through the DTS (Dual Training
System) approach which facilitates
learning from two angles-the VTI and
the workplace. The objective of this
method is to nurture youth that respond
to the labour market demands.
RESEARCH, MONITORING & EVALUATION
LGIHE has a comprehensive research,
monitoring and evaluation system
aimed at promoting effective learning
in the institutional programmes so as
to effectively respond to the prevailing
educational gaps.

GOVERNMENT
ENGAGEMENT, RESEARCH
AND EVIDENCE
ENHANCEMENT OF HIGH
ORDER THINKING SKILLS:
LGIHE & UNEB
LGIHE, in collaboration with
UNEB, conducted a study
to establish the proportion
of High Order Thinking
skills (HOTs) in the UCE
exams. This lay against the
backdrop that Teaching
and learning practices
rely almost exclusively on
lecture-style techniques
generating rote learning.
(Mitana, Muwagga, &
Ssempala, 2018)

TIET FIELD ADMINISTRATORS’ CPD
WORKSHOP ON LIFE SKILLS (29-30 APRIL
2019)
LGIHE, with support from RELI, took
lead in convening a 2 day workshop
to enable TIET Principals and Deputy
Principals (123) at Pre service and
Outreach level adopt effective
teaching methodologies that integrate
the transference of life skills including
Higher Order Thinking skills.

PUBLICATION AND CONFERENCE
ENGAGEMENTS

Experiences from the Regional Educational Learning
Initiative in East Africa (RELI)”

LGIHE plays an active role in enhancing educational
developments at national and international level
through presentations of diverse educational papers and
government engagements.

Assessing Educational Outcomes in the 21st Century: A
Focus on Soft Skills

Below are some of the papers authored by LGIHE
researchers:
•

Towards a holistic and relevant educational
assessment in primary schools in Uganda.

•

Assessment of higher order thinking skills: A case of
Uganda Primary Leaving Examinations

•

Assessment for Successful Intelligence: A Paradigm
Shift in Classroom Practice

Conferences
CIES conference (APRIL 14-18 2019, San Francisco-USA)
Mr. Mauro Giacomazzi, the Institutional Development
Advisor of LGIHE shared a presentation “Human
Flourishing: An introduction to Life skills” under the panel
“Developing life skills among youth: programmatic
approaches and research”. It aimed at exploring
actionable findings on how to design, implement and
scale life skills” alongside Mathematica Policy and CEDA
International
Dr. John Mary Vianney Mitana, the Principal of
LGIHE presented a paper, “The influence of National
Examinations on Classroom practice and Softskills in
primary schools in Uganda: Case of Kampala and Kabale
districts” under the panel “Educating for the 21st Century:

The Principal, Dr. John Mary Vianney Mitana authored and
presented a paper on Assessing Educational Outcomes in
the 21st Century: A Focus on Soft Skills at the International
Conference on Capacity Building for National Sustainable
Development/Exhibition-Sustainable Development in
Education, Distance Learning and Teacher Preparation
and Languages (SDEDTL)
62nd Annual Comparative and International Education
Society Conference (CIES), Mexico City
In March 2018, LGIHE principal, John M.V. Mitana,
presented at the 62nd Annual Comparative and
International Education Society Conference, Mexico City
-Innovations and challenges from Uganda, He shared
findings pertaining to innovations in testing of soft skills
in Ugandan secondary schools: implications for teacher
training and student assessment.

OUR PARTNERS
INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERSHIPS & EDUCATION
PLATFORMS
LGIHE is partnering with the Ministry of Education and
Sports, AVSI Foundation, AVSI-USA, Meeting Point
International, Notre Dame University, Catholic University of
Eichstaett to boost quality education in all dimensions.
LGIHE is collaborating with Strathmore University through
the School Leadership and Management programme and
Makerere University through the Early Childhood Care
and Education (ECCE) programme at both Certificate and
Diploma levels.
RELI and FENU Collaboration

LGIHE is actively engaged in RELI (Regional Educational
Learning Initiative) activities mainly through the life skills
cluster where it has spearheaded key aspects pertaining to
policy makers’ engagement and sensitization on life skills.
LGIHE remains an active participant in the FENU (forum for
the educations NGOs in Uganda that avails opportunities
for government engagement, collaboration and policy
influence.
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THE LUIGI GIUSSANI
FAMILY
Together with Meeting Point International (MPI),
we are directly involved in the management
of Luigi Giussani High School and Luigi Giussani
Pre-Primary and Primary School.
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OUR FOUNDERS
Rose Busingye
A professional nurse who founded Meeting Point International (MPI) with the
aim of offering HIV infected and vulnerable people a simple environment
where each person can find love. Among others, she has been awarded several prizes, like the “Servitor Pacis” by the Holy See.

Vincenzo Silvano
An educationalist by profession and an exceptional human resource expert
with remarkable experience attained from working in different organisations in
Italy. Currently, he is the president of Villa Brea Foundation and SS. Natale Pre
Primary, Primary and Secondary School.

Dr. George Pariyo
An independent researcher and Health Specialist. He has previously worked
with the Ministry of Health-Uganda, USAID, UNICEF, GAVI, European Commission, WHO, World Bank and was an Associate Professor at Makerere University
prior to joining Johns Hopkins University, USA.

For more information, go to: http://lgihe.org
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LGIHE’S MAIDEN
GRADUATION EVENT
October 8th 2018: LGIHE held its first
graduation ceremony. 28 students were
awarded Diplomas and Certificates in:
• Diploma in Primary Education (18)
• Certificate in School Leadership (10)
The next graduation will take place in October
2019.
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